
AE in the midst of time
“Intimacy is the last scanctuary”

Pascal Mercier



AE as Methodology and Method

As	Methodology:	As methodology,	AE	invokes	a	
transdisciplinary	body	of	knowledge	that	informs	how	your	
research	plays	out	across	a	network	of	sources.	AE	embraces	
theoretical	frameworks	which	underpin	the	research	decisions	
about	the	researcher’s	range	of	choices	and	desires:	not	so	
much	what	to	study;	who	to	study;	where	to	study;	but	which	
research	traditions	to	explore	and	how	to	find	a	line	of	inquiry	
to	unify	disparate	and	sometimes	fragmented	themes.

Method:	the	‘tools’	(techniques	or	processes)	that	are	used	to	
do	the	research.



Ethnography and Autoethnography

Ethnography	is	a	generally	a		qualitative	research	process	
whose	aim	is	cultural	interpretation.	The	etymological	roots	of	
the	word:	“ethnography”	are:	“ethno”	linked	to	the	French	
“ethniqe”	and	the	Hebrew,	”Goyim”	linking	to	an	originary
concept	of	“otherness”.	Graphy links	to	the	Greek	for	”writing”	
– hence	ethnography	as	“	writing	the	other”	and	reminds	us	of	
its	deeply	colonial	and	race-based	connections	as	a	research	
practice	within	anthropology.

Originating	in	the	early	part	of	the	20th century,	the	
ethnographer	uses	“being	there”	and	“thick	description”	to	
explain	not	just	the	”what	people	do”	but	the	“why	people	do	
it”.	It’s	about	understanding	people’s	worldview,	their	lived	
experience.



Ethnography and Autoethnography

Autoethnography works	with	the	idea	of	a	qualitative	account	
of	the	self	by	working	on	the	“networked	self”	and	
transforming	the	“other”	of	ethnography	to	an	account	of	the	
self	in	relationship	to	others,	events,	textualities	and	mediated	
forms.
It	may	be	that	above	all	else,	autoethnography brings	the	
quality	of	intimacy	to	scholarship	(“intimate	scholarship”	
(Strom,	Mills	and	Owens:	2018) and	in	this	way	modifies	and	
broadens	what	was	previously	thought	of		as	knowledge	in	the	
academy.



Ethnography and Autoethnography

So	in	the	context	of	the	history	of	anthropology,	
autoethnography plays	an	interesting	role	in	subverting	the	
excesses	of	colonially-driven	academic	practice.	Historically,	
The	works	of	Laura	Bowen’s	“Return	to	Laughter”,		Hortense	
Powdermaker’s,	“Strangers	and	Friend”,	Margaret	Meade’s,	
“Blackberry	Winter”,	and	Kenneth	Read’s	The	“High	Valley”,	
makes	this	also	a	mostly	gendered	transformation	in	that	the	
majority	of	these	works	are	by	women.
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• "In youth we live as if we were immortal. Knowledge of mortality 
surrounds us like a brittle paper ribbon that barely touches our 
skin. When, in life, does that change? When does the ribbon 
tighten until finally it strangles?”

• Pascal Mercier
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New Year’s Eve, Koglai, NEW GUINEA  1974

Sitting in our house, it has no straight lines, only lines made in nature 
with cracks and holes and a grass floor.
Decorated with feathers, woody, light and airy; cosy at night by 
candlelight or kero light
Or the low coals of our fire. Door-light window light, spiral square 
circles of bamboo ceiling- a patchwork hut. At night, when it rains, 
the soft pattering absorbs my thoughts transforming them, dissipating 
them. In the morning, the air is fresh with mist; another day.
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• “We leave something of ourselves behind when we leave a place. 
We stay there even though we go away. And there are things in us 
that we can find again only by going back there. We travel to 
ourselves when we go to a place. That we have covered a stretch 
of our life, no matter how brief it may have been.”

• Pascal Mercier
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Entry	34	Koglai,	New	Guinea	Highlands,	
December	23	1974
…
And	the	rituals	continue	to	delight	me	here	
– the	2nd day	I	dressed	and	danced	with	the	
tribe	– a	feeling	of	power,	of	warrior	
consciousness;	the	tightness	of	clan	
solidarity;	merging	with	a	past	– with	a	
people		and	the	theatre	of	it	all		- facing	all	
those	people	– an	appreciative	audience	-
egging	us	on	– certainly	a	climax	in	the	two	
year	search	for	this	elusive	experience	–
better	to	have	danced	in	it	than	to	have	
filmed	it…
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…
This	is	a	time	of	peace,	of	
confidence,	of	relaxation,	of	
recovery	– gathering	strength	for	
the	journey	home	to	emerge,	re-
unite	and	splinter	once	again	– the	
cycles	moving	as	time	passes;	see	
what	we	can	create	within	this	life	
without	burdening	it	too	much	with	
senseless	acquisitions


